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A MESSAGE
FROM FOSIS 

Motivating the ISoc Committee 

Motivating general members of the ISoc

Effective Internal Communication

University Stakeholders 

Engaging with the Students’ Union 

Increasing ISoc Funds and Finances

ISoc Development

Sacred Wisdom

Assalaamu' Alaykum Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakatuhu!

We welcome you to our 4th and final guidance of the COVID19 series from the

FOSIS Higher Education team. Previous publications have focused on (1)

COVID19 Impact Assessment, (2) Freshers and Online Activities 2020

guidance, and (3) Prayer Room guidance. 

The focus of this guidance is you - the ISoc Committee! Our COVID19 Impact

and Needs assessments / questionnaire allowed us to identify that ISocs

require guidance around addressing Committee needs in particular. Thus,

this guidance will touch on many of the specific themes identified by ISoc

leadership as issue areas (or potential issues) in light of COVID.

The guidance will cover the following:

We pray that Allah SWT accepts from us and from you! 

Ameen

الرحيم الرحمن  هللا  بسم 
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WELFARE

HOW TO KEEP THE
COMMITTEE MOTIVATED?

Your team’s welfare and Tarbiyyah may

become a core concern in ensuring the

Committee is running smoothly.

Have a naseeha session at the

start of each meeting

Check-in with the team to gauge

their welfare and morale; if there’s

a concern identified (could be

explicit or implicit) follow it up

with the individual later

Create / foster an open space and

communication channels where

Committee members can raise their

ongoing issues / concerns with the

executive leadership

Assign a brother / sister on the

executive leadership (i.e. Head

Brother / Sister) to check-up on

team health and welfare

Have a system where members

can officially take time off from

Committee responsibilities and

you can be aware of / factor in

their changing personal

circumstances (for e.g.

bereavement, health issues,

welfare issues etc)

Take time in meetings to reflect on

what's going well and what needs

to reviewed

Think of alternative strategies to

make the team feel engaged, active

and working towards something -

consider assigning members

continuous small projects and

initiatives that they can lead. It will

create a sense of accomplishment

and divert energies towards

something productive

If morale is generally low: do

tailored reminders, think of team

building activities, renew

intentions and remind members

about the greater purpose, being

vision-oriented and use examples

from the Sunnah on the Sahaaba’s

(RA) resilience and resolve in the

face of adversity

Remember to utilise the 5

Cs of Motivation, tailoring

your approach for specific

individuals as what may be

more effective for one

member of your team, might

not be for another

Consider team bonding

activities every few meetings

e.g. Kahoot Quizzes. Try and

connect with your members on

a more social level as well

Keep cameras on to increase

engagement, but please respect

people’s wishes to keep them off if

meetings are for both brothers

and sisters

COMPLIMENT 

CONSEQUENCE 

COMPETENCE

COMMUNITY

CHOICE

Show appreciation to members for any work they have done, whether it be gifts or merely acknowledging and

complimenting their hard work.

Sometimes people are motivated by fear, and so remind them of the consequences of not fulfilling the

Amaanah (the duty given to them), as well as reminding them of the more short-term consequences. This may

be better addressed as a reminder to the whole Committee, rather than a specific individual.

Ensure that members are confident in their ability to fulfil their roles, and so try to provide them with opportunities to

improve their skills. Remember practice breeds competence and competence breeds confidence!

People work harder when they feel they are part of something great, so constantly remind members of the ISoc’s

vision.

People work better when they feel they were given a choice rather than forced. Where possible, give members the

choice to pick from a selection of tasks.

Remember, a decrease in morale, team

bonding and an adverse effect on the

output of work can result due to a lack

of Committee motivation. Therefore it is

important to actively ensure your ISoc

Committee is taking steps to motivate

and boost members.
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HOW TO MOTIVATE
ISOC MEMBERS?

Send weekly or Friday reminders from

broadcast lists (Whatsapp or email)

Form personal bonds where possible;

Committee members should directly

message new members of group chats as

it’ll make them feel more special,

understand their needs and build a

rapport. There needs to be a bond and

source of trust before motivation can

take place.

Encourage members to participate or

lead halaqaat (if they are competent) or

social sessions where possible and

appropriate. Or simply make these more

interactive.

Have general Halaqahs for the members

Plan ‘hype weeks’ before the week of an

event

Have a weekly Kahoot quiz on your group

chat

Expand the use of sub-teams to

encourage more involvement and foster a

sense of responsibility, ownership and

belonging with the ISoc (this will also help

Committees "scout" for successors and

aid in succession planning)

TOP TIPS

Ensure minutes are taken with clear action points for individuals to

ensure there is transparency and accountability

It will be useful to allocate a member from the Committee to chase

up individuals periodically on tasks

Consider using a progress document (e.g. Excel) to track progress

for tasks prior to an event, during the event and post-event.

Discuss your expected outcomes of events during meetings and

how they tie in with the ISoc’s vision

During event plannings, make structured plans and lists with worst

case scenarios, best case scenarios and possible practical

measures to tackle any issues or unexpected factors

Have a trial run of your online event if this is your first time

organising an online event

Have a pre-planned mechanism in place on how you will communicate

with your guest speakers during the event, should the need arise
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EFFECTIVE INTERNAL
COMMUNICATON

Utilise a messaging platform that works best for your Committee - most

commonly either Whatsapp or Slack.

Clarify with new incoming Committee members as early on as possible how the

ISoc prefers communication to take place between brothers and sisters of the

Committee. This will avoid problems arising in the future - it can take years to

build a good rapport, but only a few seconds to lose it!

For Slack, it is highly recommended

to use specific ‘channels’ for specific

strands of work. This ensures that

the communication is direct and

focused on the task at hand, and all

the relevant members who are

assigned that task are within that

specific ‘channel’.

specific projects / events - such

as for the organisation / planning

of a guest speaker event

Sub-Committees 

ISoc core exec leadership

Similarly, for WhatsApp, it's useful to

have individual group chats which

allows for more effective and focused

communication. 

For example:

Ensure meeting minutes are sent

out to all Committee members

It is always a good idea to ensure all team members are aware of what their other Committee members are working on. This ensures

people are not boxed off and working in isolation, rather everyone is aware of the great work the rest of the team are doing. 

This can only be achieved by ensuring strong communication, so updates via Committee group chats, online meetings and the

accessibility of team documents / work on Google Drive are effective ways of achieving this.

Have a well organised online file

sharing / storage platform where

relevant Committee related files can be

shared and easily accessed by the

team. Things such as meeting minutes,

ISoc constitution, event planning

documents, timelines etc can all be

saved to one central location. Google

Drive is a great tool for this.

When deciding on meetings, use

polls (feature available on Slack

via Polly, or Doodle Polls is

another good option)
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Read the Union by-laws and constitution to have

a better idea of how the Union functions. Some

SUs will have by-laws that might hinder the

operations of the ISoc and if that’s the case, you

can start the process of changing it.

Ask the Chaplaincy to write a letter of support

outlining the importance of faith communities,

faith provisions and the need for faith based

perspectives in the context of COVID.

Be aware that there may be risks involved.

Chaplaincy engagement can give undue influence

to them, allow them to push their agendas and

most Chaplains are also Prevent coordinators so

be mindful and cautious. Manage them

strategically and do not engage if the risks

outweigh the benefits in your context.

Then set up 1-1 meetings with these individuals or

teams. In the meeting, raise concerns that

Muslims students have, the specific support they

require (prayer rooms, halal food, timetabling and

salah, tailored counseling etc.) and how the ISoc

and SU could work together to support these

students better.

Think about how you want to use these

relationships and what you want to achieve out

of them. Use this to determine the timeline,

extent and method of your engagement. Use

these structures tactfully and only as a means to

achieve your aims and fulfill your purpose.

ENGAGING WITH UNIVERSITY
STAKEHOLDERS

(GENERAL ADVICE)

Try and form relationships with these

structures. However, forming relationships

should be purposeful, according to the aims

and values of the ISoc. Be strategic and tactful,

do not do this just for the sake of it and proceed

with caution and maturity.

Be proactive and initiate communication with

relevant external stakeholders who will be

useful for your ISoc e.g. start off by emailing the

elected Sabbatical Officers and / or Activities /

Societies Coordinators (lead / Muslim Chaplains

in the case of the Chaplaincy).

Try and probe them for the information you need

from them, don’t wait for their announcements

(but advocate for them to share more information

officially as well).

If your ISoc is struggling to make contact with your Students Union or struggling to understand

your SU or Chaplaincy structures, please reach out to FOSIS SAC directly or through your Regional

FOSIS ISoc rep.

The Students’ Union (SU) and the Chaplaincy are some of the key

stakeholders in the University that ISocs should explore engaging.

Manage all these relationships and risks as increased engagement can sometimes give these

structures a means to influence the activities and principles / values of the ISoc, open up space

for them to be critical of the ISoc itself and push agendas contrary to the values of the ISoc. If this

does happen, counter this by explaining how you as an ISoc are the elected representatives of

the students, you have the trust of the community, understand its needs and opinions, base your

approach on the Islamic faith perspective as a faith society and also have the appropriate

faith/cultural competency that may be lacking in the SU / Chaplaincy.
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It is incredibly important to engage with your Students’ Union, as your ISocs are societies

within the organisation and also because they fund the society. However, in order to have a

healthy relationship, there needs to be a strategic / tactful distance as well.

ENGAGING WITH THE
STUDENTS’ UNION

When reaching out to your SU Sabbatical officers, especially contact the President and

Welfare Officers and any other relevant staff members that work on similar issues of

societies’ activities or student engagement / voice.  Their remits are most relevant to

assisting you with any problems you have within the society. Reach out to these specific

individuals and have 1-to-1s with them to build a rapport and relationship with them.

Also get ISoc members to go for roles within the SU, for e.g Societies Committee, Student

Rep roles etc. This will help build relationships and also allow the ISoc and its

membership to be fully aware of the conversations taking place on an organisational

level within the SU and how these may have an impact on the ISoc and its activities.SU

Attend Union AGMs: Every SU will have a General Meeting that determines the direction

of the SU for the next year. Attending and engaging with these meetings ensures that the

ISoc and Muslim students have a voice within the SU. You can also use the opportunity to

present motions on policies that you think would be valuable for the society.

Elections: Be involved in the elections that take place in the SU. Whether that be through

putting forward Muslim candidates or through supporting those who have the best

interest of Muslim students at heart. The leaders of the SU (Sabbatical Officers) will have

enough influence to change the Union and improve the Muslim Student experience.

However, be strategic in approaching this; think about putting forward Muslim

candidates that are mature, would work according to Islamic principles / values and

further the cause of Muslim students in the University.
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There are certain ways that ISocs can deal with this issue; however, this is dependent on the local context, the structure of the SU

and the relationship they have with the University. We recommend that the ISoc get in touch with the FOSIS SAC Team if they face

this issue and don’t have anyone trustworthy on hand within their Students’ Union or if their SU is being largely uncooperative.

TOP TIPS

SU

1 2

A major threat to an ISoc is the External Speaker process that SUs have, as they are

the primary interface between students and the Prevent agenda when it comes to

ISoc events.  There are 2 ways that these external speaker policies are misused:

It makes it harder for ISocs to have speakers at their

events because they are deemed “harmful” or “high-

risk”. High-risk events are less likely to go ahead or may

need extra staff / security to monitor the event.

Allowing speakers who use harmful Islamophobic

and hateful rhetoric onto campuses using “freedom

of speech and expression” to justify their presence,

words and actions.

External speaker policies have largely been updated in line with the 2015 Prevent duty statutory guidance and

hence become more stringent, leading to student activities becoming more securitised. 

For example, as part of the approval process:

Registering ID and data of students who attend certain

events without clear information on how that data is used

An open floor Q&A not being allowed. The alternative

being written questions only, which go through an

approval and selection process

Approval delayed until days or even hours before the

scheduled event, effectively wrecking them due to the

uncertainty and disruption

Speakers have to pre-submit speeches to SUs

University security, staff and / or Sabbatical

Officers sit in to monitor events

Extra security organised to monitor the event

Students having to justify speakers to city Council

Prevent panels

Barring attendees who aren’t University students

or staff from coming to the event

Get to know your relevant Sabbatical Officers

Give gifts (chocolates etc) to SU staff after events

Better to ask for permission first than forgiveness later

 - follow SU policy where appropriate

Ask questions, if you don't know what to do - the SU can be quite helpful!

Leave rooms / tech as they should be after each event

Clean up lecture theatre / event rooms after use

Have a dedicated SU rep on the Committee 

- someone who knows SU policy for events, booking speakers etc.

Don't be isolated from your SU; use them, get to know them and don’t forget

that the purpose of their role is to be there for you!

However, manage engagement strategically to mitigate any future risks

and keep tactful distance from the SU
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Run ticketed events with profits going

back into ISoc

Run sponsored events (speak to your FOSIS

representative for further guidance)

Look out for FOSIS funding

 (e.g. Dawah week)
Apply for SU funding

Utilise and research all free services /
platforms / resources provided by the Uni or
SU - a lot of Unis are investing in online
platforms to make education and
engagement more accessible to students -
before purchasing resources using ISoc
funds.

Donation requests to members for
specific events

Ask your Alumni to fund events or

to donate

HOW TO INCREASE
FUNDS FOR THE ISOC?

Obtain annual  sponsorship contracts with
local restaurants / businesses. This will work
really well for startups as they need
customers - they can offer discounts to ISoc
members too

Fundraising through doing a challenge and
setting up an online page for this. For
example, running a marathon, a trek, cycle
challenge, surviving on £1 a day for a certain
period

Hold an ISoc social at a bowling alley /
laser-tag or paintball and sell these group
tickets for a markup so the ISoc can make a
profit. This will require liaison with the
businesses, where interest and number of
attendees can be gauged through Google
Forms.

Consider installing a small safe in the
prayer room

Have regular Jummu’ah collections or

bucketing after events

Two important things to remember:

Sell ISoc merchandise to members - 
t-shirts/hoodies etc

Speak to local Islamic stores and see if

they’re willing to provide goods for the ISoc

to sell to members at their events, with a

percentage of the sale being kept for the

ISoc

DISCLAIMER: Before following any of these funding ideas, please make sure it is in line with your SU’s financial rules and regulations

1 2
Always fundraise and / or look for profit making

opportunities according to Qur’an and Sunnah.

Consult with a scholar or knowledgeable Imam

if you are unsure about anything.

Don’t let fundraising / profit-making become a

barrier for your ISoc members' engagement in

activities. If the increased cost keeps some of your

members from engaging with ISoc activities, then

reconsider your approach or consider offering

discounts etc.
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When planning on your ISoc’s direction, it is crucial that your ISoc takes a vision oriented lens, is purposeful and is

strategic in its planning. Your ISoc should act according to a specific purpose and a vision can be defined as ‘an

aspirational description of what an organisation would like to achieve, based upon every variable and factor being

perfect’.

Absence of a proper purpose and vision at the beginning of the year, stunts the growth of an ISoc and it remains stagnant

or merely replicating work from previous years or whatever other ISocs in the country are doing. An ISoc should aim to be

a society that is Islamically grounded and creates an environment which encourages students to completely submit to

Allah (swt).

These modules have been prepared in collaboration with experts and well known Shuyukh

across the UK and will be available via a mixture of training sessions from your FOSIS Regional

reps as well as the newly introduced Learning Management System (TalentLMS) app. We would

highly recommend ISocs to utilise these free training resources and to get in touch with their

respective FOSIS reps for more information.

ISOC
DEVELOPMENT

Power of Why: 

The ‘Why behind an individual's

purpose in an Islamic organisation

and the purpose of ISoc work

Strategy 101: Building a Vision and

Mission for your ISoc, analysing,

assessing and year  planning

Skills needed to run an Efficient

and Effective ISocEffective communication Organisational management
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To assist ISocs in their continual growth, the FOSIS Development team has revamped and expanded some of our

previously offered ISoc 101 modules. This is free training, provided to ISocs via your FOSIS regional team. The modules will

be released over the next few months and will cover the following:

Paradigms of Leadership from

the Seerah: 

Understanding and Managing

Responsibility



SACRED WISDOM

“And hold firmly to the rope of Allah all together and do not become divided. And remember the

favor of Allah upon you when you were enemies and He brought your hearts together and you

became, by His favor, brothers. And you were on the edge of a pit of the Fire, and He saved you

from it. Thus does Allah make clear to you His verses that you may be guided.”

( SURAH Aal-e-’Imran, V103)

"And let there be [arising] from you a nation inviting to [all that is] good, enjoining what is right

and forbidding what is wrong, and those will be successful." (Surah aAl-e-'Imran, V104)

"By time, Indeed, mankind is in loss, Except for those who have believed and done righteous deeds

and advised each other to truth and advised each other to patience." (Surah Al-'ASR)

Ibn 'Abbas (R.A) narrated that the Messenger of Allah (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) said: "Allah's Hand is with the Jama'ah."

(TIRMIDHI, 2166)

Abu Huraira (R.A) narrated that the Messenger of Allah (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) said: "Whoever relieves the hardship of

a believer in this world, Allah will relieve his hardship on the Day of Resurrection. Whoever helps

ease one in difficulty, Allah will make it easy for him in this world and in the Hereafter. Whoever

conceals the faults of a Muslim, Allah will conceal his faults in this world and in the Hereafter. Allah

helps the servant as long as he helps his brother." (SAHIH MUSLIM, 2699)

There are seven whom Allah will shade on a day when there is no shade but His. They are a just ruler,

a youth who grew up in the worship of Allah, one whose heart is attached to the mosques, two who

love each other, meet each other, and depart from each other for the sake of Allah, a man who is

tempted by a beautiful woman of high status but he rejects her, saying , ‘I fear Allah,’ one who

spends in charity and conceals it such that his right hand does not know what his left hand has

given, and one who remembered Allah in private and he wept. (SAHIH BUKHARI, 629)

QUR'AN

HADITH

"And how many a prophet [fought and] with him fought many religious scholars. But they never

lost assurance due to what afflicted them in the cause of Allah, nor did they weaken or submit. And

Allah loves the steadfast." (Surah aAl-e-'Imran, v146)
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CONTACT
FOSIS 

If you wish to contact us or have any further queries

for the FOSIS Higher Education team, please email:

VP.HIGHEREDUCATION@FOSIS.ORG.UK

For the Student Affairs team, please email:

VP.STUDENTAFFAIRS@FOSIS.ORG.UK

For your Regional team, please email:

SOUTH.CHAIR@FOSIS.ORG.UK

LONDON.CHAIR@FOSIS.ORG.UK

WALES.CHAIR@FOSIS.ORG.UK

MIDLANDS.CHAIR@FOSIS.ORG.UK

NORTH.CHAIR@FOSIS.ORG.UK

SCOTLAND.CHAIR@FOSIS.ORG.UK

IRELAND.CHAIR@FOSIS.ORG.UK
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